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MFCMAPI is a tiny application which provides you with a graphical interface for accessing MAPI stores, so that you can examine any problems with Microsoft Exchange Server or Outlook. It uses Microsoft's published APIs to do so. No installation necessary Apart from MS Exchange Server and Outlook, there is no setup involved here. You can extract MFCMAPI's program
files to any location on the disk and just click the executable to launch the GUI. There is also the possibility to save it to a pen drive or other removable storage unit, in order to launch MFCMAPI on any PC with minimum effort and no previous installers. More importantly, it does not modify Windows registry settings or create extra files on the disk without your permission, thus
leaving no traces behind after its removal. Simple interface with many options The GUI is made from a large window with a classical look, split into two horizontal panels, for exploring MAPI stores and studying their properties, respectively. It's quite simple to navigate it. Navigate MAPI stores and modify properties It is possible to set a default store, calculate store checksums
and dump their contents to text documents for easier reading, sort tables, active table notifications, as well as create and apply content restriction. When it comes to properties, you can edit them as ASCII, Unicode, RTF or binary streams, and open them as entry IDs or objects, to name some notable options. MSG emails can be converted to EML format and vice versa with the
help of IConverterSession. What's more, you can view the address book hierarchy, dump store or server contents to text files, compare entry IDs, encode entry IDs for MAPI protocol host URLs, and more. Evaluation and conclusion Unless Exchange Server is installed on the computer, MFCMAPI keeps popping up errors for any command. It runs on low CPU and memory, so it
shouldn't affect the overall performance of the machine. All in all, MFCMAPI delivers a simple and effective GUI for accessing MAPI stores and altering settings. More Information Full Version: Windows System Requirements: Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Package Size: 744KB License: Freeware
TrimArchiveViewer 3.7.0 description TrimArchiveViewer is a Windows application that can be used to quickly and easily extract files from ZIP, RAR,
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MHX Classroom is a free Windows program designed to make studying and testing easier for students. Introduction: MHX Classroom simplifies studying and testing. It is a practical, useful and handy tool for all education levels, from students to professors. The program simplifies the selection of learning materials and helps you organize your study and testing processes.
Program Features: MHX Classroom can help you: •Organize your studies and tests in one central place. •Easily create and publish a study. •Categorize information, track where the information is, and find it quickly. •Have a quick overview of all of your studies and tests. •Take notes, organize them, and make them available. •Have your study available on all your computers.
•Start the test any time. •Find and study needed information quickly. •Have a simple database for your notes and studies. •Track the progress of your studies and have instant overview. •Quickly find files with the same content. •Easily share files with others. •Use Microsoft Teams for your studies. Use an easily accessible database for all your notes, tests, and study information.
Easily and quickly organize your studies and tests. MHX Classroom can easily track your progress throughout all your studies. •Save all your notes and test summaries. •Keep track of important information for each of your studies. •It is easy to see where all your studies and notes are located. •It is easy to share files, and make comments on them. •You can easily find the files you
need. •Use Microsoft Teams for your studies. Add and search notes and files in your database. •Use MS Office or any other applications to add notes and files. •Add notes, texts, questions, assignments, and other files. •Use Microsoft Teams for your studies. •Search all notes, files and shared files. •Search for files with the same content. •Search for notes with the same content.
Quickly share files with others. •Share notes, text and files with others. •Share files, notes and files via email and Microsoft Teams. Have instant overview of all your studies. •Have an overview of all your studies, and all your notes and test summaries. •See how far you are in all of your studies. •Compare all 81e310abbf
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MS Exchange Server tool to diagnose and repair corrupt Exchange databases. MFCMAPI Features: Has command line interface Is a portable application that does not require any installation. Requires no installation. It is easy to use. It does not require any installations. Is free. It is easy to use. It does not require any installations. It does not require any installations. It is free.
MFCMAPI Tutorials: To locate the command line MFCMAPI, you need to first launch the MFCMAPI.exe file you download, then type cmd in the command prompt. That's it. You have command line version MFCMAPI. There are some command line parameters you may use when you start MFCMAPI, such as -f, -d, -a, -s, -c, -v, -r. -f command line parameter: The GUI
displays the main window, or the Exchange Manage Displays window. When you click this window, the following windows will open: - One to display the list of all the available MAPI stores. It is also the current MAPI store, which is the default store. It is a menu tree with all the available MAPI stores. - One to display the list of all the MAPI server databases, all the MAPI
databases you have access to, which could be Exchange databases, local databases, or remote databases. - One to display the list of all the MAPI objects you have access to. - One to display the list of all the MAPI servers you have access to. - d command line parameter: - d command line parameter displays the database properties, including its type, its path, and so on. - d
command line parameter can be used for performing database backups. - a command line parameter: - a command line parameter lets you access a specific MAPI object, which is useful when you want to see what entries are in a specific MAPI object. - a command line parameter lets you access a specific MAPI store database, which is useful when you want to see what entries
are in a specific MAPI server database. - a command line parameter lets you perform a database backup of a specific MAPI database, which is useful when you want to see what entries are in a specific

What's New In MFCMAPI?
MFCMAPI is a tiny application which provides you with a graphical interface for accessing MAPI stores, so that you can examine any problems with Microsoft Exchange Server or Outlook. It uses Microsoft's published APIs to do so. No installation necessary Apart from MS Exchange Server and Outlook, there is no setup involved here. You can extract MFCMAPI's program
files to any location on the disk and just click the executable to launch the GUI. There is also the possibility to save it to a pen drive or other removable storage unit, in order to launch MFCMAPI on any PC with minimum effort and no previous installers. More importantly, it does not modify Windows registry settings or create extra files on the disk without your permission, thus
leaving no traces behind after its removal. Simple interface with many options The GUI is made from a large window with a classical look, split into two horizontal panels, for exploring MAPI stores and studying their properties, respectively. It's quite simple to navigate it. Navigate MAPI stores and modify properties It is possible to set a default store, calculate store checksums
and dump their contents to text documents for easier reading, sort tables, active table notifications, as well as create and apply content restriction. When it comes to properties, you can edit them as ASCII, Unicode, RTF or binary streams, and open them as entry IDs or objects, to name some notable options. MSG emails can be converted to EML format and vice versa with the
help of IConverterSession. What's more, you can view the address book hierarchy, dump store or server contents to text files, compare entry IDs, encode entry IDs for MAPI protocol host URLs, and more. Evaluation and conclusion Unless Exchange Server is installed on the computer, MFCMAPI keeps popping up errors for any command. It runs on low CPU and memory, so it
shouldn't affect the overall performance of the machine. All in all, MFCMAPI delivers a simple and effective GUI for accessing MAPI stores and altering settings. What's New: 2.3.4: Added support for Outlook Express 6.0 (beta 1). What's New: 2.3.3: Added support for exchange servers 2003 and higher. What's New: 2.3.2: Added support for version 2003. What's New: 2.3.1:
Added support for Exchange 2007 servers. What's New: 2.3.0: Added support for Outlook 2007 servers. What's New: 2.2.7: Improved compatibility with Outlook 2002 and 2003. What's New: 2.2.6: Added support for Exchange 2003 servers. What's
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System Requirements For MFCMAPI:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10 x64 Processor: Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz or AMD equivalent Memory: 8GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 / AMD HD 5000 / Nvidia Geforce GTX 970 / Radeon R9 290 DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 25GB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i7 2.7 GHz or AMD equivalent Graphics: Intel HD 5000 / AMD R9
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